	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Art-making Pack:
The Influence Project
Designed for: Young People
Celebrate music and art with our digital activity pack, inspired by
MAC’s exhibition, The Influence Project.
Photographer Alexis Chabala took pictures of famous Black
musicians, and the younger artists that have been inspired by
them.
Click here to find out more about the exhibition. And you can
watch a video taken in the Gallery here.

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Section 1:
Exploring Music
You will need:
• Pens
• Paper
• Colouring crayons, pencils, or paints
• Optional: mixed paper and collage materials, computer or
mobile phone to design images digitally (e.g. using
Photoshop or Paint)
Task 1: Questions and research
Who are your favourite musicians?

———————————————————————————
What kind of music do they make?

———————————————————————————
Can you play an instrument? If you could play any instrument,
what would it be?

———————————————————————————
Task 2: Creating an image
Draw a picture of your favourite instrument - you could use
coloured pencils, crayons, pens, paints, or make a collage from
paper and found materials.
If you’d like to create a digital image – you can use a mobile phone
or computer with either design software or a specialist app.

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Section 2:
Practicing Photography
You will need:
• Digital camera or phone with built-in camera
• Paper and pen
Alexis uses his digital camera to take photos of musicians.
Sometimes, he takes a close-up portrait of an artist – this means
the camera is focused on their face, showing lots of detail.
Other times, he takes long or medium shot of an artist – this
means the part or all of the subject’s body is captured in the
picture, plus more of the background.

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Task 1: Interviewing your subjects
Alexis often chats to the musicians he is photographing whilst he
takes their picture to make them feel more relaxed.
Alexis tries to show their personality in the images.
Have a go at interviewing friends, family or the people you live with
and find out more things about them.
Write down their answers and use them for the next task.
Top tips:
You could ask them questions such as:
• How are you feeling today?
• How would you describe your mood?
• If you could describe your self in a few words, what would
they be?
• Do you have any hobbies?
Task 2: Taking photos
Using a camera or a phone, try taking some photos of your chosen
subjects (make sure you ask for their permission first!).
You could ask them to pose for you, or take photos of them doing
their daily activities when they look more natural - for example,
cooking or gardening.
Have a go at taking 5 photos using both the close-up and long shot
method.
Top tips:
1. You could use their answers from the interview task to help
you to decide how to photograph them – try to find ways to

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

show their personality in the photos.
2. Take a look at an example photograph shot by Alexis below
and think about how it presents the artists’ personalities.

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Section 3:
Writing Lyrics
You will need:
• Paper
• Pen
• Optional: computer, phone or tablet that can play music

Task 1: Finding inspiration
For this task, we’re going to ask you to write your own lyrics for a
song. The Influence Project is all about celebrating music.
To start with, listen to some of your favourite songs and take
inspiration from them. Think about whether you’d like to write a
slow song, or upbeat one.
Do you want to dance to it, or play it when you’re relaxing? Use the
answers from the first section to help you.

Task 2: Writing your own lyrics
If you haven’t written your own song before, it can be hard to know
where to start.
Writing lyrics can be like writing a poem – it may be easier to make
certain lines rhyme.
Write a song about anything you like - you can even base it on
your own experiences – for example, what you’re doing at home.
If you like to sing or play instruments, have a go at bringing your
song to life!

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Share it: Send us your artwork and
lyrics
We’ll be creating an online gallery filled with the artwork you’re
creating at home – send us your finished photos and artwork for
your chance to see your picture on our website!
You can upload a photo of your finished work on social media and
tag us:
Email: info@macbirmingham.co.uk
Twitter & Instagram: @mac_birmingham
Facebook: @macbirmingham
Remember to ask your parents for their permission first!
#KeepCreating #StayConnected
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